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introduction

Edmund de Waal’s series of installations,
threaded through the ground floor rooms,
are a conversation with the collections
at Waddesdon. Some of these groups of
porcelain vessels relate to spectacular
pieces of furniture, or echo the formal
groupings of objects in 18th century
interiors. Others take on ideas of
collecting itself, how things are kept
together, lost, stolen or dispersed. This
exhibition forms part of Waddesdon’s
growing programme of contemporary
art projects.

Edmund de Waal is one of the world’s
leading ceramic artists. He has exhibited
widely and his work is held in many
major museum collections. His book 
The Hare with Amber Eyes was published
in 2010 and has received several awards.
He lives with his family in London.



Breakfast room 

between two breaths
43 thrown porcelain vessels in white and cream
glazes with gilding, contained in two glass vitrines
with black aluminium frames on clear polished
perspex plinths 
40 x 70 x 30cm each

‘I made this pair of vitrines to sit opposite
two animal figures made at Meissen for
Augustus the Strong’s Japanese palace
in 1732/3. Think of the fragility of some
small Harlequin or Shepherd girl and
then look at the bulk and heft of this
Nanny goat or turkey. My vitrines of
porcelain contain a density of vessels to
echo these great figures.’

ante room

a promise
5 thrown unglazed porcelain vessels contained in 5
cloudy glass vitrines with white aluminium frames 
on cloudy perspex plinths
35 x 12 x 12cm each

‘A group of five small opaque cases,
each with a single vessel are scattered
through the house, high up on marble
brackets, or amongst books. A promise
can be found but not reassembled; it is
meant to be dispersed.’



dining room

all and more
stack of 23 porcelain dishes: 22 in white and cream
glazes and 1 gilded dish, contained in a clear glass
vitrine with black aluminium frame on a clear,
polished perspex plinth
40 x 50 x 25cm

‘In several of the installations I have
separated the gilding from the objects 
- a stack of plates in six different white
glazes is intersected by a single lambent
golden dish. I wanted an untidy stack 
to sit in this perfectly poised room.’

dining room

tell me more, tell me again
5 stacks of 52 porcelain dishes in white and cream
glazes and gilding, contained in a cloudy glass vitrine
with black aluminium frame on a clear polished
perspex plinth
40 x 50 x 25cm

‘Over the last few years I have been
developing a way of making which I
think of as a kind of ghosting. In this
vitrine are fifty-two small plates in five
stacks. It is kindred to the blurred
Polaroid, the scribbled list, more keenly
accurate to the moment than any grand
attempt at recreation.’ 



red drawing room

on the properties of fire 
48 thrown porcelain vessels, jars and dishes in
celadon and white glazes contained in 8 black lacquer,
lead-lined boxes stacked inside a black lacquer box
96.5 x 95 x 40cm

‘When I first visited Waddesdon I was
struck by the beauty - and the melancholy
- of the stacks of wooden boxes made to
transport porcelain. And in the grandest
room I have made a series of intimate
installations, each contained within a
lead-lined box. Objects to pack up and
take with you.’

grey drawing room

k498
27 thrown porcelain vessels in black glazes and
gilding, contained in three glass vitrines with black
aluminium frames on black polished perspex plinths
24 x 30 x 22cm each

‘In the trio of small vitrines of inky
porcelain vessels there are golden
dishes that capture all the ambient
gilding and pool them into small
glowing jars. It is a riposte to truth to
materials; here one material segues 
into another.’



west gallery

the fascination of what’s difficult 
garniture of 16 thrown porcelain vessels in celadon
and white glazes and gilding, contained in 6 black
lacquer lead-lined boxes on plinths
Overall dimensions of each, including plinths: 
2 of 35.2 x 22.0 x 18.5cm; 2 of 33.2 x 14.5 x 18.5cm;
2 of 40.2 x 24.0 x 18.5cm

‘There are many formal structures of
display at Waddesdon. Some are
pairings, or mirrorings, some sets and
arrangements. Here is a line of black
lacquer boxes lined with lead containing
a series of plain cylinders which come
together to form a garniture around the
extravagant clock. Repetitions are the
grammar of these rooms.’

tower drawing room 

something else, somewhere other
84 thrown porcelain vessels and bowls in white and
celadon glazes contained in two free-standing glass
vitrines with black aluminium frames
179.5 x 40.0 x 50.0cm each

‘In repeating forms I find that similarity
heightens difference. The pair of vitrines
made for the Tower Drawing Room -
where Baron Ferdinand de Rothschild
kept his most precious objects - is an
exploration of lost collections, of the spaces
where objects once were. It ghosts itself,
works on a memory of somewhere other.’



morning room ii

some words for music 
37 thrown porcelain dishes in black glazes and gilding,
contained in 7 black lacquer trays inset with black glass
5 x 20 x 26cm each

‘In many of the installations for Waddesdon
I’ve tried to reanimate pieces of furniture
or places. For a great black lacquered desk
in the Morning Room - a desk to sign a
treaty at - I have made a series of seven
black lacquer trays inset with glass, each
one containing five or six small black
porcelain dishes. An installation about ink
and writing, of course, but also about the
pleasures of repetition, of picking
something up and starting again. Again.’

morning room i

a walk in the 8 e

11 thrown porcelain vessels and jars in celadon, white
and cream glazes, contained in three glass vitrines
with black alumunium frames on black polished
perspex plinths
42 x 48 x 35cm each

‘This is a piece about walking slowly
and finding things by happenstance. 
It came from the great plate-glass
windows of Parisian arcades, from the
wandering movement of the flaneur.’



windmill Hill ii

remembering X, i think of y
48 thrown porcelain vessels, unglazed, with white 
and bright gold gilding contained in two glass
vitrines with black aluminium frames on black
polished perspex plinths
30 x 240 x 13cm each

‘I love archives. You go to an archive to
answer a question, check a fact, and come
away with an idea, a lyrical note, another
query, more uncertainty. Here are a pair
of lines of porcelain to go along a table, a
contemporary echo of the great porcelain
tablepieces made for conversation by
Meissen. I have named it in honour of
the hidden function of archives.’

windmill Hill i

unpacking my library
133 thrown porcelain vessels and dishes in white and
cream glazes and gilding, contained in a glass-fronted
black lacquer vitrine
200 x 100 x 17cm

‘The title of this piece comes from the
haunting essay by Walter Benjamin in
which he talks of where books come
from, in whose collections they had
been, how they were bought.’

windmill Hill arcHiVe
You can explore the exterior of Windmill Hill at
any time, or see inside the building during open
afternoons, every Friday during the main
season. Friday 30 March - Friday 26 October,
2.00-4.00pm No booking required.


